PALMA MEETING
Chair
By Khodi Feiz

FACTS

PRODUCT INFORMATION
The chair Palma Meeting is designed by Khodi Feiz. Palma Meeting is a development of the
Palma lounge chair. Palma Meeting is a graceful, playful chair, developed with both the
conference room and the home environment in mind. Palma Meeting is inspired by the
cupped palm of a hand, symbolically cradling the body that sits in it. The chair's elegant form
is captured in the seat, backrest and armrests as a single graceful movement. With its frame of
molded birch veneer and seamless upholstery, Palma features an extremely elegant design.
Above all, Khodi Feiz and Offecct have endeavored to develop a chair with a long lifespan. It
must be able to withstand wear and remain appealing to the eye. The chair is clearly informal.
Feiz would like to see it used in the home as well as in a professional conference room.

ENVIRONMENTAL LABELING

“Palma is a chair to investigate and enjoy. When a child crawls up into the chair, it’s entirely
different from when an adult gets into it. Children throw their feet up and cling to it in a way
we adults do not”, says designer Khodi Feiz.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Frame in laminated wood with cold foam. Upholstered in fabric or leather, Standard leather
Elmo Soft, piquet on the inside and standard on the outside. Legs, swivel frame or swivel
frame with five castors in chrome alternative tiltable frame with adjustable height in white
texture lacquer with white castors.

OPTIONAL
Legs or swivel in silver, black or white lacquer, alternative in OFFECCT Flexicolour, unavailable
for adjustable frame. OFFECCT Selected PatternsTM Stitches are avaliable in six different
designs: Bow, Brick, Hex, Languett, Parallel and Zig. The seams are available in 12 colours:
Beige, black, brown, dark blue, dark green, dark grey, grey, neon green, neon orange,
orange, red and white. If not specified, anthracite will be used as standard. Sound absorbing
felt glides.
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DETAIL
Tiltable frame with adjustable height. Maximum seating height: 530 mm, minimum seating
height: 430 mm. Standard laqcuer white texture lacquer.
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This product is available in an eco-labeled performance, certified by the Nordic Ecolabel and/or Möbelfakta.
By choosing this product you make a difference towards a better environment.

